Inventing The Future By Akyla W.
“Inventing The Future”By Marfe Delano demonstrates 3
reasons why Thomas Edison is one of America's greatest
inventors because He invented many useful products,he was
Generous and, he never gave up after no one wanted to buy
his first product.Thomas edison had a family and wife but
inventing was his true love.Edison spent days in his lab
making new inventions and would never come home.
Edison created many useful items we still use in the 21
century.”First they carbonized it by baking it until it charred
and turned into carbon.Then they inserted the carbonized
thread into a glass bulb,forced out the air with a special
vacuum pump,and sealed the glass.” This citation talks about
one of the many inventions that Edison made that is very
useful to us today, the light bulb.The light bulb is useful to use
because we would have to use candles which cause fires,
construction work would take alot longer if done at night, and
reading books would be harder at night.
Thomas Edison was very kind toward his workers and
they always described him as generous.”Moreover,Edison
could be generous.He often gave assistants who worked
closely with him on an invention a percentage of profits it
made.”Edison was generous because he shared his earnings
with his workers that worked closely with him. He was also
generous because he treated his workers like his friends not
like his employes.

Thomas Edison was dedicated to make something that
everyone wanted to buy and sell and that dedication made
him a great inventor.”Edison hoped the device would be used
by the state legislatures, but lawmakers were not interested
in buying it. The experience taught him a valuable lesson:
Never again would he invent something that people didn't
want to buy.” This citation shows that Edison never backed
down because he made a bold vow to never create something
that no one wanted to buy but how did he know what people
wanted? This also shows how he was such a great inventor
because he knew what everyone needed to make things
easier.

“Inventing The Future” by Marfe Delano demonstrates 3
reasons why Thomas Edison is known as one of America's
greatest inventors because he invented many useful
products, he was generous, and he didn't give up when know
one wanted to buy his first product. Edison may have had a
family but inventing always came first. Thomas Edison made
many things that came of use to us even to this day.When
Edison’s first invention was an electronic voting machine
lawmakers weren't interested in buying the contraption but
he didn't stop at that he kept making things and he vowed to
himself that he would never make anything that know one
was interested in buying but he didn't stop at that he kept
going.That's why he is known as one of America's greatest
inventors.

